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SECTION D

Manager Davey Johnson and general manager Mike Rizzo have
worked hard to improve the Nationals. Beat writer Amanda
Comak assesses how they’ve done in some key areas.
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Davey Johnson has posted a winning percentage of .543 or better nine times in his 12 full seasons as a manager. A percentage of .543 would give Washington 88 wins — a number that likely would yield a playoff berth.

DARE TO DREAM
I

f this spring feels a lit- John surgery, you’ve got to believe he’ll be
more productive than Livan Hernandez (8-13 in
tle different, D.C.
1751/3 innings) was last season. So what’s Strasbaseball fans, maybe
it’s because the Wash- burg worth? Two victories? Three victories?
ington Nationals
More?
might still be playing meanAnd what about Gio Gonzalez, the All-Star
ingful games in September
left-hander who came over from Oakland in a
. . . and perhaps beyond.
trade? If Gonzalez wins his usual 15, 16 games,
Think about it: How long
what’s he worth to the Nats? As much as Strashas it been since the Local
burg? The same as Strasburg? Less than StrasNine brought a pennant
burg? However you calculate it, he’s a plus.
race to our doorsteps? Not
Then there’s Edwin Jackson, another new
in my lifetime, certainly, and arrival. Jackson might not be a No. 1 starter, but
probably not in yours.
in the past four years he’s averaged 12 victories.
Remember the first season Ted Williams
And 12 victories, I’ll just remind you, is more
managed the expansion Senators (1969), the
than any Nationals pitcher had last season
one everybody still talks about? Well, Williams’ (John Lannan, 10).
Wonders might have won 86 games that year,
Also, doesn’t Jordan Zimmermann, who was
but they also finished fourth in the American
shut down in September last year (see StrasLeague East, 23 games behind Earl Weaver’s
burg), figure to win more than eight games his
Baltimore juggernaut.
time around? Heck, you could make the arguNo, you’d have to go back to 1945, a mere
ment that the Nats will find those eight extra
two-thirds of a century ago, to find the last
victories in just their improved starting rotatime a Washington
tion.
club seriously vied for
But pitching isn’t
the pennant. At seaan independent varison’s end, only 11/2
able. The team has to
hit much better than it
games separated the
did in 2011 if it wants
second-place Senators
to take full advantage
from the Detroit
of this impressive set
Tigers. Of course, that
of arms. And frankly,
was the last year of
it’s hard to imagine
World War II, and
that it won’t. Adam
baseball had a kind of
LaRoche, for instance,
thrift-store look to it.
had averaged 23
The Senators had four
homers and 81 RBI in
knuckleball pitchers,
his career before his
and the third placefirst season here was
team, the St. Louis
ANDREW HARNIK/THE WASHINGTON TIMES
all but wiped out by
Browns, had a oneinjury. If he returns to
armed outfielder.
Stephen Strasburg will be shut down once he
that level, that’s a lot of
Anyway, here we
reaches about 160 innings. He started ﬁve
additional pop in the
are, 67 years later, and games in 2011 in his return from elbow surgery.
order. Ryan Zimmerthe Nationals, in their
man, meanwhile, is caeighth season in Washpable of much more than 12 dingers and 49 ribington, have folks wondering if the playoffs
bies if he doesn’t miss 60 games again.
might be within reach. That reach, by the way,
As for Jayson Werth, does anybody really
doesn’t have to be quite as long as in the past
think he’ll follow one below-average season
because a fifth postseason berth is now up for
with another, or is he more likely to go back to
grabs. Thus, it’s theoretically possible for the
being the 132 OPS+ guy he was in his final
Nats to finish third in their division — as they
did last season — and still qualify for the open- three seasons in Philadelphia? My money’s on
a rebound year.
ing round.
Finally, there’s the Johnson Factor. What exAll Davey Johnson and his players have to
do — again, theoretically — is find a way to get actly does Davey add to the equation? Just this:
In his 12 full seasons as a major-league manfrom 80 (their win total a year ago) to 88 (the
ager, his club has finished with a winning peraverage number of wins by the National
centage of .543 or higher nine times. And a .543
League’s fifth-place team in the past decade).
If they can do that, they stand a good chance of winning percentage, my friends, translates into
88 victories — the Nationals’ magic number,
having a 163rd game.
give or take.
Hope, then, becomes a process of addition
Maybe the Nats won’t get there. I’m confor Nationals followers. Where does the club
vinced they will.
find those eight extra victories that will put it
But just being able to discuss the possibility
in the playoffs?
is refreshing, almost disorienting. Every 67
Stephen Strasburg is a good place to start.
years — at the very least — Washington deEven though he’ll be limited to 160-or-so inserves a summer like this.
nings because of his September 2010 Tommy

DAN
DALY
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Nationals right ﬁelder Jayson Werth is looking to rebound from a 2011 season in which he batted just .232.
He had 20 home runs, 58 RBI and 19 stolen bases in his ﬁrst year of a seven-year, $126 million contract.

You’d have to go back to 1945, a
mere two-thirds of a century ago,
to ﬁnd the last time a Washington
club seriously vied for the pennant.
Sixty-seven years later, and the
Nationals have folks wondering if
the playoffs might be within reach.
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THE BIG FOUR’S
BEST WEAPONS
Stephen Strasburg
The pitch: Curveball.
Velocity: 80.1 mph. Frequency: 13% (48
pitches).
Movement: 12.8 inches horizontal, 47.5 inches vertical.
When thrown: 0-0 6%, 0-2 12%, 2-0 N/A.
Outcomes: 42% ball, 26% called strike,
19% in play, 7% foul, 7% swinging strike.
Value/100 pitches: 4.02.
Back story: Strasburg’s world-beating
curveball originated in high school: “When
I got to college the pitching coach there
showed me that I should try and throw it
like a fastball. That was one of the mental
barriers that I had growing up, I always
think, ‘I need to throw it like a football,’ or
something like that but it’s better when I
throw it like a fastball, just the way you
grip it, it comes off a lot sharper, and it’s a
little bit more deceptive to the hitter. ...
“It’s different [now]. I think that’s mainly
because of the seams. In college the
seams are much bigger so that changes
the way it breaks. I definitely had a bigger,
harder break in college with those seams,
but now it’s a little bit, I’d say it’s tighter
but it doesn’t break as much.”

Jordan Zimmermann
The pitch: Four-seam fastball.
Velocity: 94 mph. Frequency: 60%
(1456 pitches).
Movement: -6.6 inches horizontal,
-14.1 inches vertical.
When thrown: 0-0 68%, 0-2 66%,
2-0 77%.
Outcomes: 32% ball, 22% foul, 19%
called strike, 18% in play, 7% swinging
strike.
Value/100 pitches: 0.48.
Back story: Zimmermann experimented
with a two-seam fastball, but never felt
comfortable and stuck with the fourseam version. He arrived at Division III
Wisconsin-Stevens Point throwing 86
mph. That shot up to 95 mph thanks to
a heavy lifting program.
When the fastball is working “it feels
like I don’t have to think about any
mechanics. I just throw it. If I’m going to
throw an outside pitch low and away, I
feel like it’s going to be there every time.
When it’s on, the control is unbelievable.
I can throw it wherever I want.”

Gio Gonzalez
The pitch: Curveball.
Velocity: 80.7 mph. Frequency: 28%
(1662 pitches).
Movement: -8.1 inches horizontal,
-48.1 inches vertical.
When thrown: 0-0 22%, 0-2 43%,
2-0 4%.
Outcomes: 42% ball, 16% called strike,
15% in play, 13% foul, 13% swinging
strike.
Value/100 pitches: -0.06.
Back story: Gonzalez’s father, Max,
taught him the pitch. They practiced in
a narrow area by the side of their home,
so, by necessity, the curveball was
sharp, with plenty of vertical movement.
“He threw his magic in there. ... If I
ever go wrong on it, I ask him what I
did wrong. He’s the one that knows all
the answers. I’m like a student.
“I haven’t changed the grip and never
will change the grip.

Edwin Jackson
The pitch: Four-seam fastball.
Velocity: 95.1 mph. Frequency: 44%
(1608 pitches).
Movement: -5.5 inches horizontal,
-12.1 inches vertical.
When thrown: 0-0 63%, 0-2 40%,
2-0 75%.
Outcomes: 34% ball, 21% called strike,
21% in play, 19% foul, 5% swinging
strike.
Value/100 pitches: -0.60.
Back story: Jackson throws a twoseamer, too, but is more comfortable
with the four-seam pitch. Drafted by the
Dodgers as a center fielder, his strong
arm soon found a home on the mound.
“I’m a fastball pitcher. I’ve always been
known for my fastball. The fastball was
my favorite pitch to hit. Everybody wants
to throw hard. Some are more fortunate
than others. ... It’s one of those things
you don’t teach. It just happens.”

ANDREW HARNIK/THE WASHINGTON TIMES

The Nationals feature a formidable four of (from left) Jordan Zimmermann, Gio Gonzalez, Edwin Jackson and Stephen Strasburg. Washington traded for Gonzalez in
December, and Jackson signed as a free agent in February.

ARMED FORCES
Washington figures to trot out a rotation that will be among baseball’s best
BY AMANDA COMAK
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

A year ago this week, Sports Illustrated put the
Philadelphia Phillies’ five starters on its cover.
The magazine compared them to superheroes,
bringing to light an iniquitous reality. The Phillies, a
team that had won 97 games the season before with
an already scary pitching staff, now rivaled some of
the greatest rotations ever assembled.
Who would want to walk into a three-game series knowing Roy Halladay, Cliff Lee and Cole
Hamels would be waiting? Probably the same offenses that wanted to face Greg Maddux, John
Smoltz and Tom Glavine in Atlanta in the 1990s, or
that didn’t cringe when they saw Tim Hudson,
Barry Zito and Mark Mulder on the schedule for the
Oakland Athletics in the early 2000s.
Which is to say, none of them.
In his time, Washington Nationals manager
Davey Johnson has seen some great rotations. He
played behind the Orioles’ four 20-game winners in
Jim Palmer, Mike Cuellar, Pat Dobson and Dave McNally. He managed Ron Darling, Dwight Gooden,
Sid Fernandez and Bob Ojeda on the world champion 1986 Mets. He watched from the dugout last
season as the Phillies’ horses bludgeoned opposing
offenses, sometimes including his own, en route to
103 wins and the National League East title.
So it was with that in mind that Johnson sat in
the dugout at Roger Dean Stadium and issued an
opinion. What the Nationals have in the system
right now — Stephen Strasburg, Gio Gonzalez, Jordan Zimmermann, Edwin Jackson, Ross Detwiler,
Chien-Ming Wang and John Lannan — especially at
the top, he said, is “as good of stuff of any staff I’ve
ever had.”
“I’ll take my five or six guys over any staff in the
league,” he said. That includes, of course, Halladay,
Lee and Hamels.
Maybe it’s hyperbole, or just the cocksure nature
with which Johnson goes about his job. But the Nationals’ brief history has been littered with such incomparable rotations that it’s only natural for those
involved to rejoice at what they have: a rotation
dripping with possibilities, if not yet comparable to
its legendary predecessors.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Greg Maddux, anchor of Atlanta’s stellar 1990s rotation,
won four straight Cy Young awards.
“That’s a tall order for anyone,” said new
Dodgers owner and former Nationals president Stan
Kasten, who also helped build Atlanta’s dominant
rotation in the 1990s. “They clearly have that potential but, let’s face it, there’s still a long way to go.
“Still,” Kasten added, perhaps pondering some of
the team’s past entrants and names such as Tony
Armas, Matt Chico or Mike Bacsik. “It’s fun even
thinking about it.”

Pitching coach Steve McCatty was lauded for the
work he’d done with far-less heralded staffs. “Now
it’s swung the other way,” he said with a chuckle.
“Now they played really well or we coached
[poorly]. Pressure’s on a little bit.”
And in essence, that’s what separates these Nationals from those who jump to mind when the discussion of great rotations is raised. Results. As a
group, they haven’t thrown a pitch that matters yet.
Asked if he thought his starters could find themselves in that discussion, Johnson relented.
“I would like to see them get ready for the season
before we have this conversation,” he said. “The talent is here.”
They share one thing with great rotations of the
past: the drive to be the best, even against teammates. For the A’s, if Hudson threw a one-run complete game, Mulder would throw a complete-game
shutout. If Zito struck out 10, former A’s utility man
and current MASN broadcaster F.P. Santangelo recalled, Hudson would strike out 11.
“They competed in everything they did,” Santangelo said. “Honest to God, Zito and Mulder were single and we would go out and they would go after the
same girl in a bar. . . . It’s just kind of the way it was.”
When Gonzalez arrived in Viera, Fla., this spring,
after years with the A’s spent hearing how great
their Big Three used to be, he talked about how
much pressure the Nationals’ signing of Jackson
took off him. And how much he felt like he could
take off Strasburg and Zimmermann. The idea being
that one man doesn’t have to carry the burden of
being exceptional every fifth day. Strasburg may always be the headliner, but perhaps the days of him
being the only guy who can sell out the park are
dwindling.
The expectation that the Nationals — who some
pundits still feel may be a year away from truly contending — could find themselves among those legendary units soon may be lofty. But as Strasburg prepares to take the mound Thursday in Chicago for
his first Opening Day start, even they feel it’s not
unreasonable.
“This is absolutely the best rotation we’ve had
here,” McCatty said. “I don’t think any [expectations] are unfair. We have a chance to make the playoffs. . . . I would be disappointed if we didn’t.”

---- Compiled by Nathan Fenno
All statistics from 2011. Data via BrooksBaseball.net and
FanGraphs.com. Vertical movement includes gravity’s
impact. Pitch value calculated based on runs saved per
100 pitches; zero is average.

Maybe it’s hyperbole
... but the Nationals’
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incomparable rotations
that it’s only natural for
those involved to
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Jim Palmer, shown in the 1970 World Series, was part of a 1971 Orioles rotation that featured four 20-game winners, along with Dave McNally, Mike Cuellar and Pat Dobson.
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“I ﬁgure, I have this chance to keep us all together.
My family, they've done so much for me. The memories they gave me, I don't want to lose that.”

ANDREW HARNIK/THE WASHINGTON TIMES

Gio Gonzalez gave a bouquet and a kiss to his mother, Yolanda Cid-Gonzalez, when he was introduced in January. Quality time with family (below) was an important part of Gonzalez’s youth growing up in Florida.

FAMILY MATTERS
Mom, dad play
significant role in
Gonzalez’s career
BY AMANDA COMAK
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

Most of Gio Gonzalez’s spring training
rental apartment is bare. It’s not surprising.
It’s been mere hours since he moved into it,
ditching the hotel room he’d holed up in for
the first two weeks of the Washington Nationals’ workouts in February.
But Max and Yoly Gonzalez already have
made it a home.
On the stove three pans are brimming with
Max’s latest creation, arroz con picadillio. As
he fills a plate with rice, beans and a mouthwatering ground beef-tomato concoction, he
assures his diners that the food is not spicy,
though it does come with a warning.
“Remember,” Max says, his voice equal
parts Jersey City tough guy and hard-working
Cuban immigrant, “I don’t have all my tools
here.”
His son, Gio, sits quietly across the table as
his father points to an open space off the living room that’s been set up to look like an office. Could be a guest room, Max suggests.
Gio lets a tired smile cross his face.
Gio is the one living here for the next
month, the one toiling under the sun in Viera,
Fla., each day as he becomes the No. 2 starter
in the rotation. But wherever Gio is, his family
isn’t far behind.
“With my plan that I have for my family,”
he says, “It’s going to benefit all of us.”
Gio talks mostly in “We’s”. He’s an All-Star
and the owner of a five-year, $42 million contract with the Nationals that could last seven
years and be worth $65 million when all is said
and done. Gio did that, earned that. Still, he
constantly thinks in the plural.
“I figure,” he says, “I have this chance to
keep us all together. . . . My family, they’ve
done so much for me. The memories they
gave me, I don’t want to lose that.”
When the Nationals approached Gonzalez
this winter about a contract extension, days
after dealing away enough of their farm system to fall from No. 1 to No. 12 in Major
League Baseball as ranked by Baseball America, he jumped at it. Then he bought himself a
Lamborghini, his mom a Rolls Royce and his
dad a Ferrari.
“We had a lot of struggles,” Gio says, before
he seems to consider this an understatement
and revises it.
“Are you kidding me? We didn’t have noth-

GONZALEZ FAMILY PHOTOGRAPH

ing. I remember paying for haircuts with quarters. That’s why when I buy my parents any
car they want, I do it as, ‘Man, we came from
nothing to something.’ ”

Building a life
The thumb of Gonzalez’s new red glove has
the word ‘Hialeah’ sewn into it, an ever-present reminder of his roots.
A city of roughly 225,000 in the northeast
corner of Miami-Dade County, Hialeah, Fla., is
96 percent Hispanic — and more than 62 percent of it is Cuban or Cuban-American. It’s the
second-largest concentration of Cubans in the
United States, and for Gonzalez it will always
be home.
“I represent Hialeah,” Gonzalez says. “I put
Hialeah on the map everywhere I go.”
Someday, he says, he’ll have a street and a
field named after him, just like the one named
for former Marlin Alex Fernandez on West
66th Street in Hialeah. The one Gonzalez
grew up playing on. “One day,” he has told
Fernandez, “I want to be that guy.”
While Gonzalez is talking, his cellphone
rings and the sound of at least a dozen teenage
boys having their day made comes blaring
through. The call is from the Hialeah High
School baseball team, which Gonzalez works
out with in the offseason and helps sponsor.

They just received the delivery of new cleats
Gonzalez sent.
A few weeks later, under the bleachers at
Roger Dean Stadium in Jupiter, Fla., after Gonzalez’s second spring start ended in a downpour, he works a crowd of more than 25 family,
friends and many of those high schoolers. As
Gio makes the rounds, Hialeah assistant coach
Jon Hernandez watches, shakes his head and
smiles at his old friend.
“I’ve known him since we were in diapers,
pretty much,” Hernandez says. “Let me tell
you, [Max and Yoly] were my parents growing
up, coming from a broken home. . . . Family
has always come first for Gio. Family first,
baseball second.”
But it’s baseball that has given the Gonzalez
family the life it lives now. It is baseball that
brought Gio from playing backyard ball in a
narrow space, “with rocks, broken glass, old
TVs, and trash piled up in the middle,” to the
pristine fields of the major leagues.
From a life where his parents worked tirelessly to provide for their three sons, to one
where Gio can take care of them all.

Building a star
Max Gonzalez used to toil under the boiling Florida sun installing billboards in the
Miami area. Gio was in middle school when

Max, now 48, fell off one and cracked his ribs.
From there, he owned a small scooter store
while Yoly worked at various jobs, including
one weighing scrap metal, to help the family
make ends meet. All the while, Gio was training and working for the day he’d be where he
is now.
“He has not lost sight of [those sacrifices]
one step of the way,” said Dallas Braden, Gonzalez’s mentor and former teammate with the
Oakland Athletics. “Now, because he can, he’s
showing them, emotionally and monetarily,
exactly what you mean to me.
“He’s taking them all for the ride, and he’s
taking them first class.”
Gio often is asked about his curveball, the
one Max taught his son with hours of repetition on the side of their home. Gio threw so
many his forearm would cramp, and that’s
when he knew he was breaking it off right.
The pitch has movement so unique Nationals
catcher Wilson Ramos said he’d never seen
anything like it after catching Gonzalez’s first
bullpen session of the spring. “The best lefthanded breaking ball in the game,” Braden
called it.
But the pitcher Gonzalez is today is a far
cry from the kid he was a few years ago with
Oakland. The one who surrendered a few
home runs in one inning in the minor leagues
on a windy day and, instead of focusing on the
next pitch or the next batter, decided to pick a
blade of grass and toss it into the wind “as if to
say, ‘You got lucky,’ ” Braden recalled.
“Do I love that attitude? Do I love that,
‘[Forget] you,’ approach? Yes,” Braden said. “I
love it. Did it come out at the most inopportune time and look just as bad as it could possibly have looked? Yes it did. And I had to let
him know.”
The Gonzalez family is an emotional
bunch, and there was a time that every pitch
called a ball would elicit a gesticulation as if it
just cost Gio the winning run in the World Series. But keeping those emotions in check —
on the field and in the clubhouse — was part
of Gio’s assigned education from Braden. It
didn’t take him long to know when Gonzalez
needed to be “slapped in that jacked up hairline of his and told ‘Hey, you are a little out of
line right now.’ ”
And, sometimes, that applied to Max and
Yoly and the rest of Gonzalez’s familial entourage, too. Their pride often knows no
bounds. They introduce Gio to everyone.
From the passengers next to them on planes to
the man working the car wash. They want
everyone to know their son, and they don’t
want to miss a minute. Sometimes it can cause
friction, but never with ill will.
“Give it five minutes,” Braden said. “If Gio
hasn’t told you how good he is, just wait for his
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HIT THE BREAKS
Strasburg close
to having a full
array of pitches
BY AMANDA COMAK
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

He was standing on a mound in Florida last
summer trying to throw his first curveball
since Tommy John reconstructive surgery on
his right elbow. He could hardly reach the
catcher.
It’s OK, he was told, it’s common for this
rehab. Command of your breaking pitches is
the last to return.
But this wasn’t any pitcher. It was Stephen
Strasburg, the Nationals’ otherworldly righthander. And he’s never been common.
“Ask yourself,” pitching coach Steve McCatty said last September after Strasburg’s dazzling re-debut in the major leagues, “Is this guy
normal?”
He was on that day.
“I can tell you,” Strasburg said, “the first
time I started throwing breaking balls, I was
spiking every single one.”
But almost everything else in his history
says that he isn’t, in fact, normal. And, anyway,
“normal” for those who have had Tommy John
surgery can take on many forms in their first
season back. When it comes to what to expect
from Strasburg this season, there is no firm
precedent.

“He gives up a hit,
he gets mad. He expects
more out of himself than
we probably all do.”
---- pitching coach Steve McCatty
Atlanta’s Tim Hudson won 17 games with a
2.83 ERA in 2282/3 innings in his first season
back. St. Louis’ Chris Carpenter led the league
with a 2.24 ERA in 1922/3 innings. For Jordan
Zimmermann, it meant 124 strikeouts, a 3.18
ERA in 1611/3 innings and a painfully boring
final month of the season.
Those pitchers also threw their breaking
stuff with varying frequency. According to Fangraphs.com, Hudson threw his curveball less
than half as often in 2010, his first year back
from surgery, as he did in 2011, but he used his
slider at a relatively regular rate. Carpenter saw
nearly a 3 percent increase in curveballs from
his first season after surgery to his second.
Zimmermann used his curveball less, but
his slider more — an indication of the maddening inconsistency he felt with both breaking
pitches. “Hit or miss,” he called it. Some days
the curveball would be on, others the slider.
Rarely both.
“One day the curveball would be excellent,
and I’d be like ‘OK, I got it figured out,’ “ Zimmermann said. “Come back the next day and I
was like, ‘Wait a minute, I can’t even get it
close to the zone.’ “
Halfway through the season, Zimmermann
began to feel more comfortable, but it wasn’t
until he arrived this spring that he felt things
were back where they belonged. He’s been
throwing both pitches for strikes with regularity.
Strasburg already has seen some of that improvement.
“I’m definitely not spiking it as much,” he
said. “The break is coming back. Now it’s just
fine-tuning it and picking a spot where I want
to start it, and committing to it.”
He’s been briefed by the multiple Tommy
John alums in the Nationals’ clubhouse, from
Zimmermann to Sean Burnett and Ryan
Mattheus. But whether he deals with some of
the same hurdles as others who have had the

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANDREW HARNIK/THE WASHINGTON TIMES

“The break is coming back. Now it’s just ﬁne-tuning it and picking a spot where I want to start it, and committing to it,” Nationals ace Stephen Strasburg said.
Washington will limit Strasburg, shown below in a spring training game, to about 160 innings this season.
surgery is something only time and experience
will expose.
This much we know: Strasburg will be shut
down after he reaches about 160 innings — a
number arrived at based on several factors including age, conditioning, innings thrown the
previous season (441/3) and major-league innings before the injury (68). The Nationals
don’t plan to fiddle with that number or space
the innings so as to ensure their ace could

pitch in a September playoff race.
In that allotted time, Strasburg, like everyone else, seems to expect near-perfection.
“He gives up a hit, he gets mad,” McCatty
said this spring, shortly after naming Strasburg
the Opening Day starter Thursday at Chicago.
“He expects more out of himself than we probably all do.”
But as the Nationals prepare for their first
season with Strasburg atop the rotation from

the get-go, McCatty’s question from last September only seems to echo louder: “Is this guy
normal?” Most expect him not to be.
“I’m pretty comfortable with the expectations people have for me,” Strasburg said with
a shrug. “That’s never going to change. I have
expectations for myself. As long as I go out
there and compete to the best of my ability and
do whatever I can to help the team win the
ballgame, whatever happens, happens.”
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37 Stephen Strasburg
Age: 23 - B/T: R/R
He’s back where he belongs, atop
the rotation, but his 160-inning
limit will make this year a prelude
to when the reins are fully off.

TEAM
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18 Danny Espinosa

15 Brett Carroll

Age: 24 - B/T: S/R

Age: 29 - B/T: R/R

His up-and-down rookie season in
the books, Espinosa’s consistency
will be key now that he’s
entrenched at second base and in
the No. 2 spot in the lineup.

A longtime Marlin who became a
journeyman in just one year,
Carroll is a solid right-handed
complement to Ankiel. He can
play all three outﬁeld positions
and has a strong arm.

47 Gio Gonzalez

17 Sean Burnett

6 Ian Desmond

21 Xavier Nady

Age: 26 - B/T: R/L

Age: 29 - B/T: L/L

Age: 26 - B/T: R/R

Age: 33 - B/T: R/R

His stuff has drawn rave reviews,
and his curve can bafﬂe hitters.
He’ll have to keep the walks down
and adjust to a new league.

Looking for a bounce-back
season after an inconsistent
2011, Burnett switched sides of
the rubber and went back to the
windup before turning in another
stellar spring.

As the leadoff hitter, Desmond
knows his role in the offense is
integral, and his improvement will
be integral to the team’s
improvement as a whole.

Unemployed until mid-March,
Nady signed a minor league deal
that quickly became much more.
The versatile veteran provides
insurance in the outﬁeld and at
ﬁrst base.

27 Jordan Zimmermann

52 Ryan Mattheus

11 Ryan Zimmerman

Disabled list

Age: 24 - B/T: R/R

Age: 28 - B/T: R/R

Age: 27 - B/T: R/R

38 Michael Morse

A full year for Zimmermann could
be tantalizing, but he’ll have to
overcome the wall he hit often
last year where one bad pitch late
in a game would ruin his day.

Hard-throwing righty now fully
recovered from 2009 Tommy John
surgery makes major league team
now, but Drew Storen’s return may
force the team to exercise his minor
league option due to roster crunch.

Fully healthy and with his
contract settled, the
Nationals will look for a
return to All-Star status for
the Face of the Franchise.

Age: 30 - B/T: R/R

33 Edwin Jackson

32 Tom Gorzelanny

7 Mark DeRosa

22 Drew Storen

Age: 28 - B/T: R/R

Age: 29 - B/T: L/L

Age: 37 - B/T: R/R

Age: 24 - B/T: S/R

Brings playoff experience to a
young rotation, but whether the
Nationals are tinkering with his
mechanics, ﬁnding consistency
from start to start will be key.

Former starter will serve as a long
man but could likely get regular
use even if not in long-relief
situations.

After two seasons lost mostly to a
wrist injury, DeRosa’s healthy and
ready to contribute. Though he’ll
likely start often, his versatility
makes him the most valuable
member off the bench.

Arm soreness and strep throat
delayed Storen’s progress this
spring, but an MRI revealed only
elbow inﬂammation and the
closer isn’t expected to miss
much time.

48 Ross Detwiler

35 Craig Stammen

Age: 26 - B/T: R/L

Age: 28 - B/T: R/R

Age: 23 - B/T: S/R

Age: 32 - B/T: L/L

Detwiler proved what he could do
as a starter at the end of the 2011
season, but it wasn’t until the ﬁnal
day of spring training that the
Nationals put the power lefty into
the rotation as the No. 5 starter.

The one-time member of the
Nats’ rotation made only seven
appearances in the majors last
year, spending most of the
season as a starter in Triple-A.

The Columbia, Md., native will
see time at third, shortstop,
second and left ﬁeld as the
Nationals attempt to get him in
the lineup nearly every day even
without a starting job.

The Nationals didn’t ﬁnd the longterm center ﬁelder they wanted
this offseason, but until Bryce
Harper’s ready to roam there,
Ankiel is a solid stop-gap option.

Bullpen

Catchers

18 Chad Tracy

40 Chien-Ming Wang

Age: 31 - B/T: L/R

Age: 32 - B/T: R/R

Davey Johnson singled Tracy out
as the most improved player in
camp. With Rick Ankiel requiring
a DL stint, Tracy earned himself a
spot on the team as a backup
ﬁrst baseman/left ﬁelder.

A left hamstring strain derailed
his quest for the No. 5 spot in the
rotation, but he was looking
stronger and pitching better than
he had before the injury. Could be
back by late April.

36 Tyler Clippard

3 Wilson Ramos

1 Steve Lombardozzi

A right lat strain derailed Morse’s
spring training, but he will be
welcomed with open arms when
he’s able to return amid hopes for
a repeat of last season.

24 Rick Ankiel

Age: 27 - B/T/: R/R

Age: 24 - B/T: R/R

Arguably one of the best setup
men in baseball, the Nationals
will happily take a repeat of his
2011 All-Star season, excelling in
an invaluable role.

A solid rookie season in the books
and drawing raves for his work with
the pitchers this spring, the
Nationals hope for more of the same
after a turbulent winter for Ramos.

63 Henry Rodriguez

26 Jesus Flores

Outfielders

65 Cole Kimball

Age: 25 - B/T: R/R

Age: 27 - B/T: R/R

28 Jayson Werth

Age: 26 - B/T: R/R

If he can continue harnessing his
electrifying stuff, Rodriguez is
poised to become one of the preeminent setup men in the league
and will get a chance to close in
Drew Storen’s absence.

With the ability to be more than
just a backup, Flores is ﬁnally
healthy and gives the Nationals
perhaps one of the best catching
tandems in the game.

Age: 32 - B/T: R/R

Needing rotator cuff surgery after
just 12 major league appearances
was a cruel fate for Kimball. He’s
scheduled to begin throwing off a
mound in April but not expected
back until after the All-Star break.

54 Brad Lidge

Infielders

Age: 35 - B/T: R/R

25 Adam LaRoche

Age: 27 - B/T: L/L

Age: 23 - B/T: R/R

The seasoned veteran is healthy,
pitching as well as he has in a
long time and ready to help ﬁll the
closer role until Drew Storen
returns healthy.

Age: 32 - B/T: L/L

His potential is tantalizing, but his
inconsistency is maddening.
Could ﬁnd himself as a fourth
outﬁelder, but the opportunity is
there for him to be more.

Marrero has made exceptional
progress in his recovery from a
torn left hamstring. Initially, his
timetable for recovery was around
the All-Star, break but it appears
he’ll be ready before that.

Maintaining health is the key for
LaRoche, who could be a
valuable piece for a lineup that
missed his left-handed presence
last year.

Manager Davey Johnson is
leading the pack of those who
think Werth is primed for a big
season after a mostly
disappointing 2011 at the plate.

2 Roger Bernadina

14 Chris Marrero

GONZALEZ
From page D4
mom and dad to do it.”
In the last calendar year, Gonzalez
went from an All-Star to trade bait to
the owner of a long-term extension.
And while all of it was great, the last
part came at a price. It separated him
from Braden. Gonzalez calls himself
Braden’s little brother. “I miss him all
the time,” Braden said.
“But it was nothing that I didn’t
know was in his future the minute
that him and I played catch the first
time together, just understanding
what that left arm of his has in it,” he
added. “He’s worked hard to get here.
At the same time, I really hope he understands that it’s not over.”

GONZALEZ FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS

Gio Gonzalez's childhood pursuits often led him to a baseball diamond. HIs youthful passion paid off when he was drafted by the Chicago White Sox in the ﬁrst round in
the 2004 amateur draft.

Making a new home
If all goes according to plan, Gonzalez will
be involved in some extremely meaningful
games during his stay in Washington as an integral part of what already is the best rotation
the Nationals have ever had.
When general manager Mike Rizzo set out
to find a top-of-the-rotation left-hander this
offseason and zeroed in on free agent Mark
Buehrle, it seemed devastating when Buehrle
chose to sign with the Marlins. Instead, it
seems Rizzo hit the jackpot with Gonzalez,
who is younger, cheaper and, many feel, more

talented.
But signing the contract wasn’t just about
the money and the family and watching his
plan come to fruition. During Gonzalez’s trip
to D.C. in January for his introductory news
conference, he and his entourage went on a
whirlwind tour of the nation’s capital. And he
thought about the city’s history and people
such as Martin Luther King Jr.
“You’ve got people that actually preached
here, man,” Gonzalez said. “The good word. I
like that.”

He’ll take the mound for the first time this
season Saturday, ‘Washington’ stitched across
his chest. Traded for the fourth time and finally as the centerpiece, he’s a National now.
All of the Gonzalezes are. And however long
he has in that uniform, he plans to make sure
they know they didn’t make a mistake on him.
He plans to build a legacy, as a pitcher and a
person.
“I want to let the Nationals know: You
didn’t get lowballed on your deal,” he said. “I’m
going to be exactly what you wanted.”

He’s a National now.
All of the Gonzalezes are.
... He plans to build a legacy,
as a pitcher and a person.
“I want to let the Nationals
know: You didn’t get lowballed
on your deal. I’m going to be
exactly what you wanted.”
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ANDREW HARNIK/THE WASHINGTON TIMES

Drew Storen racked up 43 saves in 2011, his ﬁrst full season as the Nationals’ closer. He’ll start this season on the disabled list, but he’s expected back soon.

NATIONALS’ GUARD
BY NATHAN FENNO
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

Inside the inferno, Drew Storen paced back
and forth.
“Are you ready for this?” he asked.
Six Sunbeam space heaters hummed the
room’s temperature past 110 degrees. Wedges
of carpet were shoved under each door. Lights
dimmed. Each breath brought heavy smells of
old socks and perspiration.
A solitary window taunted with views of a
tree gyrating in the salt air drifting down Highland Street in downtown Melbourne, Fla. Small
brown leaves scratched past the “Bikram’s Beginning Yoga Series” sandwich board near the
sidewalk on the late February afternoon.
Storen, the 24-year-old closer for the Washington Nationals, has a tough time sitting still.
Everything is a competition: batting gloves he
wears for an added edge when playing the
NHL 12 video game, Nintendo 64 controllers
he smacked against his bedpost when he lost
games growing up, the iPhone he designed
years before the real thing existed, the jacket
his exasperated pitching coach at Stanford, Jeff
Austin, laid in the bullpen to keep Storen from
stomping around after errant pitches and, of
course, the druglike, mind-racing blur of trying
to record the final three outs of a game.
Yoga forces Storen to relax, if such a thing is
possible.
Storen secured his shaggy blond hair with a
black band. He pounded 4.5 liters of water earlier and expected to soon wring sweat from the
hair. After all, his home for the next 90 minutes
rested inches from a heater glowing orange
from the its dual heating elements. Jack
McGeary, a Nationals pitching prospect and
his Stanford roommate, hooked him on yoga.
Now Storen had eager eyes: the paint-peeling
heat was the most of any session he’s done.
“Namaste,” the instructor said.
The monotone man, flat-stomached, rubber
band around his ponytail and without a suggestion of sweat, cycled through poses. Camel.
Rabbit. The names faded into a haze of rising
temperatures and pretzeled bodies. Each

Closer Storen’s mind seems to move
at greater speed than even his fastball
breath felt like it contained less oxygen than
the one before. Drops of sweat created small
rivers that flowed onto the mat.
When Storen shifted positions, the sweat
rivers flung past late-afternoon sun streaking
through the window. Dark spots appeared on
the mat. The towel was drenched. But Storen
didn’t sneak glances at the clock on the wall
behind him. His face was blank, like he was
somewhere else.

A rush like nothing else
Life feels like a movie to Storen these days.
Or winning the lottery. Or participating in a
fantasy camp. The metaphors spin together.
When he walks into the Nationals’ clubhouse,
his eyes fix on the jersey hanging in his locker
and “Storen” embroidered on the back. No
sponsors. No pressed-on logos. That doesn’t
get old.
Storen stockpiled jerseys growing up in
Brownsburg, Ind., from Ken Griffey Jr.’s teal
Mariners top to Michael Jordan’s black-and-red
pinstriped Bulls jersey. So, when Storen sees
his embroidered name, none of this seems like
reality. At the end of each day, he half-expects
the jersey to be taken away and the dream to
end.
But dreams don’t zip 95 mph fastballs or
sliders that bite like the tiger sharks lurking in
the Atlantic Ocean near Melbourne. The Nationals trust Storen’s right arm as the final line
of defense for their starting rotation, rebuilt
through surgery, trades and cash. An inflamed
right elbow means he’ll start the season on the
15-day disabled list, but the Nationals expect
him back soon. Forty-three saves came last season, his first as a full-time closer. Finishing
games, Storen stumbled onto a rush nothing in
his life matched.
“He didn’t find being a closer,” said Andy
Keller, his close friend since they were fifth-

grade bus buddies and bonded over WWFstyle trampoline wrestling. “Being a closer
found him.”
Storen is as unassuming as your next-door
neighbor and, if not for the right arm that’s decidedly unlike your neighbor’s, would have finished the five quarters remaining for his mechanical engineering degree at Stanford and
happily landed an industrial design job in California.
In 2004, three years before Steve Jobs revealed the first iPhone, Storen used a 3D modeling program to add phone buttons to a
clunky iPod. He also imagined new uniforms
for the Indiana Pacers, filled the margins of
classroom notes with sketches of shoes and
cars and practiced his autograph, unchanged
since sixth grade. Earlier this year, Storen Photoshopped a custom cleat design for Mizuno to
produce and changed his glove’s webbing to
blue and silver. Design matters to him as much
as baseball.
As a child, Storen kept a small desk at home
next to his graphic designer mother, Pam, and
played catch with his father, Mark, then a television sportscaster still in suit and tie, before
he returned to the station for the 11 p.m. news.
Mark Storen did live shots for the 6 p.m. broadcast from his son’s Little League games so he
wouldn’t miss a pitch. Storen thought that normal. His parents worried he did too much.
They urged him to slow down.
But Storen’s mind moves as quickly as his
fastball. A closer’s head matters as much as his
arm. Storen analyzes everything, on the mound
or off. Like throwing four fewer warm-up
pitches, at the suggestion of ex-Nationals righthander Todd Coffey. Multiply the four pitches
by 73 appearances each season and Storen saw
years added to his career. Sean Burnett, the
Nationals’ left-handed reliever, finds his friend
“different than the rest of us” in the bullpen.

“He has this side to him,” said Burnett,
lamenting his own lack of creativity. “He can
look at things differently than the others.”

‘Boom, it’s on’
The ninth inning brings pressure Storen
craves. The feeling first grabbed him during
front-yard baseball games in Indiana, where he
tried to imitate Tim Wakefield’s knuckleball
and ached to be the best kid on the street, and
hasn’t let go. Now, jogging in from the bullpen
as Five Finger Death Punch’s “Bad Company”
thumps about being born with a shotgun and
the crowd rises, Storen thinks he could plow
through a wall. The adrenaline surge leaves
him feeling as if he’s going to burst.
“I do so much better if someone would just
come up and punch me,” Storen said. “Then,
boom, it’s on. I essentially have to punch myself before I go out there. Mentally punch myself.”
The first season Storen closed at Stanford,
he tried to do too much. He wanted to overpower hitters. Embarrass them. Dominate
them. Imitate the closers he worshiped. That
didn’t work.
Austin, the fourth overall pick in Major
League Baseball’s 1998 draft who pitched parts
of three seasons in the big leagues, tried to corral Storen’s intensity. Slow the game. Limit
highs and lows. Did Storen take to the adjustments at first? “Not a chance,” Austin said and
laughed. So, Austin put the warm-up jacket on
the bullpen dirt. Storen wasn’t allowed to walk
past it.
“He’s angry to fail,” Austin said. “He’s got
the good anger.”
That applies to any area of Storen’s life. Just
check the regular trips to Best Buy for new
video game controllers after NHL 12 or Call of
Duty showdowns with mild-mannered roommate Tyler Clippard. The Nationals’ righthanded setup man professes amusement when
his friend chucks controllers across the room
over video games Clippard considers meaningless.

“I do so much better if someone would just come up and punch me.
Then, boom, it’s on. I essentially have to punch myself before I go out there. Mentally punch myself.”

» see STOREN
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’PEN WRITES NEW SCRIPT
Unit has come a long way since
dismal bunch stumbled in 2009
BY AMANDA COMAK
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

Tyler Clippard remembers it well,
the bullpen that birthed his All-Star
relief career. It was horrible.
“When I came in, in 2009, it was
the worst bullpen in the league,” Clippard said. “There’s no real way to sugarcoat that.”
Ron Villone, Jason Bergmann,
Mike MacDougal, Joe Beimel and Julian Tavarez were the only relievers
with more appearances than Clippard
that year, and he wasn’t called up until
late June. They allowed a National
League-worst 5.40 runs per game. As
relievers.
As Clippard recalls that bullpen, he
looks down a row of lockers in the Nationals’ clubhouse that contains only
two holdovers from that relief corps.
Sean Burnett, acquired that June in the
trade that sent Joel Hanrahan to Pittsburgh, and Ross Detwiler, who
pitched in relief once that season.
The jerseys that hang there now
are different. They drape the shoulders of pitchers far more talented than
most who made up that 2009 unit and
with plenty more pedigree. Gone is
the haphazard collection of retreads,
replaced with a stockpile of power
arms at its back end that could rival
any in the major leagues.
The Nationals bolstered their starting pitching staff this winter but the
bullpen remained largely unchanged,
save for the addition of Brad Lidge.
And while the rotation, with the return of Stephen Strasburg as well as
the additions of Gio Gonzalez and
Edwin Jackson, stole all the offseason
headlines, the murmur around this
Nationals bullpen is that it could be
elite.
“Shoot,” said Lidge, glancing over
at Tom Gorzelanny. “I mean, the way
things are going, even the long relievers in our bullpen are going to be
filthy.”
Nationals closer Drew Storen will
start the 2012 season on the disabled
list, the result of elbow joint inflammation and strep throat pushing back
his preparation until time had run too
short. And somehow, with a loss that
may have once crippled them, the
team can hold the dam until welcoming Storen back. Lidge will share clos-

ing duties with Henry Rodriguez,
who’s been the Nationals’ most dominant reliever this spring having added
impeccable command to his electric
stuff. Clippard will remain in his invaluable role and Ryan Mattheus will
slide into Storen’s spot on the roster
for the time being.
“It’s a great dynamic we have now,”
Clippard said. “[If one pitcher can’t
go], you don’t really feel like you’re
letting the team down because you
know that there’s other guys who are
going to step in and do just as good as
you are.”
But as the Nationals stand on the
precipice of their most anticipated
season, their relief corps having allowed less than one hit per inning as a
group this spring, that 2009 unit
should be remembered for more than
just its atrocious stats.
Without it, perhaps the Nationals
never commit to converting Clippard
to a reliever and develop him into one
of the best in the game. Perhaps they
don’t trade for Burnett or Rodriguez
or even Mattheus. Perhaps the opportunity to assemble the talent they have
now — anchored by Storen, a 2009
draftee — never presents itself.
“You could sit here and say three
years ago when Clip got here, because
we knew we were short in the bullpen
we decided to make him a reliever,”
said pitching coach Steve McCatty.
“And because we were so bad he got
the opportunity to get here and prove
himself.”
Earlier this spring, Lidge got himself in a bit of hot water with his former fanbase, the one 130 miles to the
northeast, when he called the Nationals “probably the most talented team
I’ve ever been on.” He chuckled a few
weeks later when the minifirestorm
was brought up, but didn’t take back
his assessment. He’s been a part of
bullpens, the star of bullpens, that
won pennants and World Series. He
thinks the Nationals have the right
mix.
“There’s just a lot of power arms
back there — and it’s not guys that are
just getting called up,” Lidge said. “It’s
guys that have a couple years under
their belt now, kind of start to know
what they’re doing.”
Last year, the Nationals’ bullpen
ranked seventh in the National
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Tyler Clippard (above) was converted
to a reliever in 2009. Two seasons later
he was named to the National League
All-Star team. Ryan Mattheus (below
left) and Brad Lidge (below right) help
give Washington one of the deepest
bullpens in baseball.
League, the progress from two seasons before marked by allowing 1.41
fewer runs per game than their 2009
predecessors. The next step could be
the biggest.
“I’m very proud of the fact that I
was a part of that bullpen,” Clippard
said of the 2009 group. “And now, potentially, could be part of the best
bullpen in the big leagues.
“I’ve kind of seen the worst, and
hopefully, the best here shortly. I take
a lot of pride in that.”

“Instead of sitting there and getting really frustrated with yourself ...
you’re thinking about things you naturally sort out. I like mindless work. I like art.”

STOREN
From page D8
On the mound, Storen’s movements are slow
and deliberate. Keywords, like “hips’”or “hands,”
are written under his hat’s brim. But inside his
head is an all-out sprint. It starts in the seventh
inning, when he stretches and darts around the
bullpen, unable to sit still. In Storen’s mind, he’s
already entered the game. Nerves only visit if he
hasn’t prepared.
When Storen actually enters, a running conversation starts with himself. If television cameras zoom in enough, you’ll see Storen muttering. Keep the first fastball down. There are only
three outs. Win the first pitch. That’s Austin’s influence: breaking the game into manageable
pieces, rather than believing each pitch is like
facing Albert Pujols with the game in the balance. That rips apart the pressure that can be as
destructive as it is addictive.
Storen’s mind becomes a zoo of uncaged
thoughts. Don’t overthink, he reminds himself,
then weighs the risk of throwing an 0-1 slider to
a batter who smacked that pitch against him two
weeks ago but usually struggles with it — according to the scouting report — against trying
to sink a fastball. And don’t forget the prompts
under the brim. Each mental checkpoint needs
to be ticked off before Storen can throw a pitch.
If he throws without thinking, the pitch usually
misses straight down the middle.
Storen’s instinct is to try and throw the best
breaking ball in history, as he puts it, instead of a
clean, quality pitch. The 18th hole is the image
Austin used. Like being on the final hole at
Duran Golf Club next to Space Coast Stadium,
the Nationals’ spring home, and trying to drive
the ball 600 yards. The ball usually sputters to
the ladies’ tees or out of bounds.

Pumping the brakes
During a stretch last season when the pitches
sputtered, Storen retreated to art. That’s one antidote for failure on the mound, aiding an uncanny ability to forget bad outings. Words are
rarely in short supply for Storen, but he doesn’t
like to talk out pitching struggles. Instead, he
put Dave Matthews on his headphones. Then
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Nationals closer Drew Storen takes an analytical approach to his craft. “He can look at things differently than the others,” reliever Sean Burnett says of his
bullpen mate.
Storen spent hours redrawing a photo of himself
high-fiving ex-Nationals catcher Ivan Rodriguez
after a save.
Teammates sometimes spy him sketching on
the team’s charter, but Storen keeps art private.
“You never know if people are being nice or if it
sucks,” he said. He painted an abstract version
of Michael Barrett slugging A. J. Pierzynski in
2006 and a pop art interpretation of Batman’s

head.
“Instead of sitting there and getting really
frustrated with yourself . . . you’re thinking
about things you naturally sort out,” Storen said.
“I like mindless work. I like art.”
Back in Melbourne, the blank look on
Storen’s face is gone. The inferno is over. “Domination,” he tweeted. All that remains are embers of trying not to pass out and the clock

seeming to move backwards and your reflection
gaping at you from the room’s mirrors like a
stranger. A drop of sweat never appeared on the
instructor.
The sessions pump the brakes in Storen’s life.
Sprawled in a chair near his condo’s pool, blissfully cool wind gusts past. The sun is down.
Storen looks like he could fall asleep. He’s finally still.
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Rookie Bryce Harper will patrol center ﬁeld for the Nationals this season, but just when he will be promoted from Triple-A Syracuse is difﬁcult to predict.
BY AMANDA COMAK
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

The Nationals’ farm system,
ranked No. 1 over the winter by
Baseball America, fell to No. 12 when
it was re-ranked in March in the
wake of the Gio Gonzalez trade. Outside of outfielder Bryce Harper,
there are more prospects at Single-A
and Double-A this year than those
who are near major league-ready.
Here’s a rundown of top
prospects other than Harper to
watch at each level. The minor
league seasons open Thursday.

TRIPLE-A SYRACUSE
● Tyler Moore, 1B: The Nationals’
minor league player of the year in
2010, Moore has hit 31 homers in
each of the past two seasons. The
next step in his progression toward
the majors is getting experience at
the Triple-A level. Moore, who also
will play some third base, was impressive during his time in major
league camp, and you can count Nationals manager Davey Johnson as a
fan. In a system where most of their
top talent is a bit lower down, Moore
is “knocking on the door to the big
leagues,” one team official said. Another strong season from Moore
could allow the Nationals to start
seeing him as their first baseman of
the near future.
● Rafael Martin, RHP: A 27-yearold who never had played above
Double-A normally wouldn’t scream
“prospect,” but Martin’s journey
hasn’t been a straight line. He was
working construction in California
five years ago before a Mexican
League tryout led him to pro ball.
He’s been with the Nationals just
two seasons but has moved quickly.
The closer for Harrisburg in 2011, Martin
posted a 1.65 ERA in
432/3 innings with 54
strikeouts.

CENTER STAGE AWAITS
BY AMANDA COMAK
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

Two days after the Washington
Nationals made the decision to
send Bryce Harper to Triple-A
Syracuse, ending his bid to make
the major league team out of camp,
general manager Mike Rizzo stood
outside of the visitors’ clubhouse in
Port St. Lucie, Fla., and was asked a
simple question.
What was it that the team
wanted Harper to improve on before he would be promoted?
“Nothing whatsoever,” Rizzo
said.
When the Nationals gave
Harper the only news he didn’t
want to hear for the second year in
a row, it was different from the previous time.
He’d spent the better part of his
31/2 weeks in big-league camp answering any of the lingering questions the Nationals brass may have
had. He was a model citizen, performed well on the field, greatly
improved his outfield play and
went about his business with a quieter confidence than has come to
be expected from him. All they
want now is for him to spend more
time in center field.
Harper will play for the Nationals this season. The question is
And the Nationals were pleased
with his performance in the Arizona
Fall League, the Mexican Winter
League and in major league camp
this spring.

DOUBLE-A HARRISBURG
● Sandy Leon, C: The Nationals’ catching depth has
been a strength for several
years, and having someone
like Leon in the system made it
easier for them to trade Derek
Norris to Oakland last winter. Leon
has stayed under the radar for a
while, mostly because his top tools
are defensive. Leon led the minor
leagues in caught-stealing percentage the past two seasons,
catching 53 percent of attempted base stealers in 2011
and 51 percent in 2010, and
the Nationals’ pitchers enjoy
throwing to him.
● Eury Perez, OF: Perez

when.
“The one guy we’re all looking
at is Bryce Harper,” said ESPN Sunday Night Baseball analyst and former Red Sox manager Terry Francona. “I think we all believe he’ll be
in the majors sometime this year,
whether it’s May or June.”

“The one guy we’re all
looking at is Bryce Harper.
I think we all believe he’ll
be in the majors sometime
this year.”
---- Terry Francona, ESPN analyst
and former Red Sox manager
But it’s predicting that date precisely that likely will be an exercise
in futility because of the many factors the Nationals will calculate before making that call. Harper’s play
in center will be paramount. Often,
promotions to the majors depend
on need, but the Nationals are
opening the 2012 season with a
need in center field.
And Rizzo has said that the Nationals will not be motivated by the
Super Two date, which is difficult
to predict exactly. In essence, they
will not attempt to hold Harper
drew raves during his time in major
league camp, with Johnson singling
him out as one of the most improved players in the system in the
past three years. A speedy center
fielder, Perez is among a trio of top
outfield prospects vying to become
the Nationals’ center fielder of the
future. This will be a big season for
his development as he’ll face better
pitching and older players in Double-A. He’ll have to keep his average
and on-base percentage up.
● Destin Hood, OF: Hood joins
Perez in the group of outfielders
the Nationals will have a keen eye
on. Hood, 6-foot-1 and 225 pounds,
was recruited by Alabama to play
football and could have two national championship rings by now.
Hood, who hit 30 doubles in 2010,
saw his home runs surge from five
in 2010 to 13 last season — and he
still hit 29 doubles. Facing better
pitching this season should be a
good test.

down until they’re ensured he
wouldn’t reach arbitration an entire year early and thus likely saving themselves several million dollars.
When he’s ready, they’ll take
him.
“We’re going to see where he’s
at developmentally,” Rizzo said,
noting that includes all facets of his
game as well as his mindset.
“When we feel he’s ready to come
up to the big leagues and help the
club, we’re certainly going to be aggressive, if he’s ready for it, and let
him do it.”
So far, the transition to center
has gone well. Since moving back
over to the minor league side of
camp, officials say, Harper has excelled in games and in work with
roving outfield instructor Tony
Tarasco.
After a rookie professional season spent largely on the corners,
the Nationals seem to feel they’ve
finally found the best place for
their phenom.
“It fits his personality,” player
development director Doug Harris
said. “He’s a high-energy guy, and
he likes to lead by performance, by
example. [Center field] allows him
the freedom to do that.”
Said Rizzo: “If anybody can pull
it off, he can.”

SINGLE-A POTOMAC
● Anthony Rendon, 3B: The Nationals’ top pick in the 2011 draft
seemed to impress everyone in
major league camp, and he hasn’t
stopped doing so since he was
moved over to minor league camp.
His swing was oft-talked about, and
officials have lauded his fielding as
well. “As advertised,” one official
said. Part of a prospect-laden team at
Single-A Potomac, Nationals fans
won’t have to go far to see some of
the organization’s best talent.
● Matt Purke, LHP: Pitching
coach Steve McCatty enjoyed the
time he had to work with Purke,
whose stuff did not disappoint. All of
his pitches have impressive movement, and he spent a lot of his time
in major league camp acting as a
sponge with older players. He hasn’t
been healthy for a long period since
the 2010 season at TCU, so this season should be a strong indication of
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Third baseman Anthony Rendon, the sixth overall pick in 2011, and Matt Purke (right), taken in Round 3,
are two of the Nationals’ top prospects starting the season at Single-A Potomac.

how quickly he will move through
the system. He is expected to join
Potomac after a stint at extended
spring training.
● Michael Taylor, OF: The Nationals converted Taylor from shortstop
to center field and watched with
pleasure as he flourished and his offensive numbers saw great improvement. Several major league players
watched Taylor take batting practice
this spring and came away impressed by the lanky outfielder’s
pop. He’s just 21 and in his second
season in the organization, but Taylor could find himself moving
quickly if he gets off to a strong start
at Potomac.

SINGLE-A HAGERSTOWN
● Brian Goodwin, OF: The Nationals gave Goodwin $3 million to
sign as a supplemental pick in last
June’s draft, and team officials have
been pleased with how he’s performed in minor league camp.
Hagerstown is considered a good
starting spot for him, and the Nationals will use him primarily in center field there, even though his primary college experience, at North
Carolina and Miami-Dade Junior
College, was at the corner outfield
spots.
● Alex Meyer, RHP: The No. 23
overall selection in 2011, the 6-foot-9
Meyer cut a unique figure on the
back fields at the Nationals’ complex
and put together a strong spring
training. His long limbs caused some
problems in being consistent with
his delivery, but that improved during college. The Nationals will send
him to Hagerstown to continue his
education.

